
Second Secondary 

1-Tick () in front of the right sentence and sign () in front of the wrong one: 

No Sentence Tick

1 
You can sometimes see the page type (Static or Dynamic) of extension in the 
URL. 

 

2 HTML One specialized in developing web sites dynamic languages.  

3 
To execute PHP code we need to make some adjustments needed to make the 
personal computer server system. 

 

4 
Apache server use to convert your personal computer to Server system So that 
it can to translate PHP codes. 

 

5 (Primary Key) a one table fields that can be repeated statements.  

6 
(One To One) a relationship between two tables so that you can is associated 
record in the first table with numerous records in the second table. 

 

7 
(Record) a row full of the spreadsheet contains all the data for only one person 
or one case. 

 

8 
Most of the Tags have a beginning or open and its end or close in HTML 
language. 

 

9 In HTML language some Tags do not have to close or end such as : <BR>.  

10 
Which we write in a language called HTML coding Tag, it is not required to 
write in big letters Capital or small. 

 

11 In HTML language every text write in <Body> it appears on the browser page  

12 While writing codes is included PHP code within the HTML code  

13 In php language, put $ sign in front of a hard name.  

14 
In php language, preferably variable name should reflect its content or 
references to him. 

 

15 
In php language, variable name consisting of letters and numbers and the sign 
"_" only. 

 

16 The announcement of the variable and it is type In php language.  

17 
The constants are stores in memory bearing the name, type and assigned a 
fixed value that does not change throughout the implementation of the program

 



18 In php language, use a period (&) to link the two series letters.  

19 Data sent do not appear in the URL during send by Post.  

20 We use Get to send passwords or any important data in webpages.   

                                                                                                                                      

2- Choose the correct answer of the following: 

1.   Software that allows its owner to use all called: 

(Copy Write  -  Open Source  -  Free Software) 

2. Programs that publish and allows users to Bitola on its own code and modify it, called: 

(Copy Write  -  Open Source  - Free Ware) 

3. Web page that displays some of the information and shows the title is moving from right to 
left on the page is the Internet browser 

(WWW  - Static Web Page  -  Dynamic Web Page) 

4. Web page in which you can view the data and allows the user to modify it and save the modified 
data page called: 

(Home Web Page  – Dynamic Web Page -  Static) 

5. The Script codes used in data processing to be implemented in the web page: 

(Server device only by the store site  -  Internet browser only  -  both) 

6. Script code written in many languages of the best known: 

(C#  -  PHP -  HTML) 

7. Web page that require you enter your user name and password, it means: 

(It is not made data processor  -   Static Web Page   -  The Database) 

8. Server term that refers to the computer:  

A. With the highest technical specifications for the rest of the network devices. 

B. Larger in the network. 

C. Relating to the Internet. 

9. The term Server can refer to: 

A. My computer at least in the technical specifications. 

B. The role of the computer in the Internet. 

C. Computer located with the Director General. 

 



10. The computer that stores the Web site called: 

(Web Server - Mail Server - Database Server) 

11. The computer that stores the e-mail to the company what it is called:  

(Web Server - Mail Server - Database Server) 

12. HTML markup language used to create: 

(PHP Page   -  Static Web Page  -   Dynamic Web Page) 

13. Web pages that carry extension .PHP means that PHP code is executed on: 

(Client  -  Internet Browser  -  Server) 

14. Publishing web Site term means: 

A. Publish a site on the Internet. 

B. The deployment of site pages on a computer in the LAN computer network. 

C. The publication on the Internet site or pages on a computer in the network. 

15. A company set up its own site to manage its business and published for all employees only, this 
impact is considered 

(Local Host  - Hosting Web Site  - Host) 

16. The following address for a private company what sites: http://www.company.com/index.html, 
from the previous reading of the title, we find that this site was published: 

(Local Host  -  Publishing web Site  - Locally and on the Internet) 

17. There are many of them own relational database management system free software: 

(Access  -  SQL  -  My SQL) 

18. Programming language that is used in dealing with the data stored in the database are: 

(Oracle   -  SQL  –  Access) 

19. One of the methods that are used in data transfer from a Web page to another, which allows the 
developer site The user to visit the site of some or all of the pages, called: 

(Session  - User Name  -  Password) 

20. we write coding Tag in HTML language 

(Right to left – Left to right – Not required direction) 

21. Prefer to use ………………….. program to write codes in HTML language. 

(  Notepad -    Access   -   Excle ) 

22. In HTML to add a title page for the Internet browser write title in ……………… 

(   <Title>    -  <Body>  - <Head>  ) 



23. In HTML to add text in header write text in ………………….  

(   <Title>    -  <Body>  - <Head>  ) 

24. Property align = "right" mean text direction  

( Center  -  Right  -  Left  ) 

25. To create a new site through the application of Expression Web from ……………… menu 
select new site. 

(  New  -  Site  -  View  ) 

26. To create a new page through the application of Expression Web from ……………… menu 
select new. 

 ( Edit  -  File  -  View  ) 

27. To add image of banner through the application of Expression Web from ……………… menu 
select From File. 

 (   Insert   -  View  -  File  ) 

                                                                                                                                      

3- Complete the following sentences: 

1. HTML code saves the file name be any extension .htm or .html. 

2. After Xampp program's inauguration should create a folder for the project as 

the"Dictionary" inside Htdocs folder 

3. Code <P> mean a new paragraph in HTML and align = "Center" mean text 

alignment have centered. 

4. To create hyperlink we select the word and press right click and select from short menu 

hyperlink. 

5. Each sentence in the language PHP must end with a semicolon Semi Colon ; . 

6. Write a comment in PHP Code without being translated or executed before the sign // . 

7. CODE <? Php announces that the following code is in PHP Script will be executed 

on the server device. 

8. To print any information on the browser page use the Print or Echo. 

9. There are two ways to send the form data in web page to database is post and get. 



10. Web applications package XAMPP includes Apache Server Web server, and 

MySQL database. 

                                                                                                                                      

4- Complete the following table to describe some codes about project: 

Code Describe 

include ("connection.php"); Include page connection.php within the rest of the pages 

include ("header.php"); Include page header.php within the rest of the pages 

$username = "root"; Mysql user name is root allocated to the variable $ username

$password = ""; The default password, "" allocated to the variable $ 
password 

$database = "dbdictionary"; The database name is devoted to the variable $ database 

$server = "localhost"; Server "localhost" host name of the database allocated to the 
variable $ server 

 


